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The Moler Lab

45 µm

Spin contamination on metal wires



http://www.stanford.edu/group/cpn/

“One must be able to measure and quantify phenomena in order to
understand and use them, which is true also for nanoscale
phenomena.”

--Small Wonders, Endless Frontiers: Review of the National
Nanotechnology Initiative, report from the National Research
Council, June 2002



Current Trends in Measurements at the
Nanoscale

Two decades of nanoscale imaging enabled by inventions with
high spatial resolution  +  modern information processing

3-dimensional imaging
“3+1”-dimensional imaging: dramatically increased

time resolution
N-dimensional imaging: Measurement of multiple

physical, biological, & chemical properties, as a
function of multiple parameters x,y,z,t,T,H,E,P…



Van Leeuwenhoek’s microscope (1673)

• Little glass sphere acted as a lens
• Discovered bacteria, blood cells, etc.

Modern microscope

One of the most important tools to characterize
materials (dead or alive!)

From: Mark Brongersma

Optical microscopes



Modern microscope

One of the most important tools to characterize
materials (dead or alive!)

Optical microscopes

Ray optics with lenses => 
great resolution even at a distance!

Lens Image:
http://www.physics.smu.edu/~scalise/emmanual/lens/lab.html
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Δr = minimum resolvable distance between two objects
λ = wavelength of light 
n = refractive index of the lens medium
θ = semi-angle of the objective used for focusing (or collecting)

high quality lenses Δr ≈ λ/2 ≈ 250 nm for visible light
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The diffraction limit for optical measurements



We’d like to measure many properties:
Topography

Structure
Composition

Optical properties
Mechanical properties
Chemical properties

Temperature
Electric charge / field / voltage

Magnetic field / spins
Quantum state

…

For many of these
properties, we’ve always
needed local sensors, even
at the humanscale.

And, many physically
interesting properties do
not have a helpful “far-
field” comparable to light
(or beams of other
particles)



Other quantities have no macroscopic regime
example: magnetic fields

Hypothetical magnetic field at a surface 

Resulting magnetic field at a distance h
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Achieving nanoscale imaging

• Beams with wavelengths smaller
than optical light

– X-rays, electrons, ions,
• Near-field or local probes

Requires scanning + numerical or
experimental deconvolution and
modeling to achieve 3D imaging

• Point-like sources inside the
sample

– Physical point sources.
Example: fluorescent molecules
– Resonantly induced local

sensitivity.
Example: magnetic resonance

Nanoscale objects
Screen with aperture

Near-field Optical Microscope

λ

Far field

Near field

Image: Mark Brongersma



General considerations for nanosensors

spatial resolution
bandwidth
invasiveness
usability:

fast turnaround
accessibility

range of operable environments
quality of information:

interpretability
precision/sensitivy

Signal-to-Noise at the Nanoscale

Less stuff 
=> less signal

Fewer particles 
=> more fluctuations 

=> more noise



Quick Introduction to Noise Spectra

Time Trace y(t)

Fourier Transform

Power Spectral Density or PSD
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1/f-like noise

white noise

Measured in, for example, Volts/Hz1/2



Why not just measure longer?

Minimum detectable signal =
(with S/N = 1)

S1/2

Square root of the measurement time

Sensitivity S1/2 is measured in Units/Hz1/2

Reason #1: takes too long

Reason #2: we want time resolution!



Current Trends in Measurements at the
Nanoscale

Two decades of nanoscale imaging enabled by inventions with
high spatial resolution  +  modern information processing

3-dimensional imaging
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time resolution
N-dimensional imaging: Measurement of multiple
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Increasingly good commercial tools are
increasingly accessible



Increased usability, accessibility, and flexibility of
(some) Scanning Probe Microscopies

Image credits:
A: http://www.molec.com/what_is_afm.html  
B:http://www.sandia.gov/surface_science/stm/3dsteps.gif

But…. many types of scanned probes
remain inaccessible to many researchers



Increased abilities and accessibility of
commercial “beam” tools

Transmission Electron Microscope
Scanning Electron Microscope
New types:
Scanning Helium Microscope
NanoSIMS



Specific trends in state-of-the-art
measurement technologies

1. Increasingly good commercial tools are increasingly accessible
2. Clever techniques enable sub-wavelength, three-dimensional imaging,
even in biological systems.



Visualizing Single Molecules in Living Cells
W. E. Moerner

Bacterial actin inside a living bacterium
Labeled with EYFP
Kim et al. PNAS 2006

Single immune system proteins in the CHO cell plasma membrane, Vrjlic et al. BPJ 2002, 2005
Protein binds peptides, peptides have fluorescent label. 

+/- 15 nm position
resolution
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Visualizing Single Molecules in Living Cells
W. E. Moerner

Bacterial actin inside a living bacterium
Labeled with EYFP
Kim et al. PNAS 2006

Single immune system proteins in the CHO cell plasma membrane, Vrjlic et al. BPJ 2002, 2005
Protein binds peptides, peptides have fluorescent label. 
Proteins move around on the cell surface in real time!

+/- 15 nm position
resolution

http://www.stanford.edu/group/moerner/sms_movies.html



Overlapping Peak Problem

It’s cool that they can “see” single molecules moving in living cells!
But what if we want to see the whole cell with nanoscale resolution?
Using digital techniques to identify the sub-wavelength identification of

the source only works for isolated sources.

Solutions:
1) Photoswitch: turn different single molecules on and off.
2) Resonant techniques.



Specific trends in state-of-the-art
measurement technologies

1. Increasingly good commercial tools are increasingly accessible
2. Fluorescence microscopy: clever techniques enable sub-wavelength,
three-dimensional imaging, even in biological systems.
3. Magnetic Resonancy Force Microscopy: Magnetic Resonance Imaging is
truly nano now
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Specific trends in state-of-the-art
measurement technologies

1. Increasingly good commercial tools are increasingly accessible
2. Fluorescence microscopy: clever techniques enable sub-wavelength,
three-dimensional imaging, even in biological systems.
3. Magnetic Resonancy Force Microscopy: Magnetic Resonance Imaging is
truly nano now
4. Advances in electronics and lasers allow “tabletop” time resolution,
especially for periodic phenomena
5. Unique accelerator-based fast, high-resolution imaging capabilities.









Specific trends in state-of-the-art
measurement technologies

1. Increasingly good commercial tools are increasingly accessible
2. Fluorescence microscopy: clever techniques enable sub-wavelength,
three-dimensional imaging, even in biological systems.
3. Magnetic Resonancy Force Microscopy: Magnetic Resonance Imaging is
truly nano now
4. Advances in electronics and lasers allow “tabletop” time resolution,
especially for periodic phenomena
5. Accelerator-based unique fast imaging capabilities.
6. Nano-imaging continues to capture public imagination.
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